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The meeting was called to order at 10.15 a.m.

AGENDA ITEM 135: REPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAL LAW COMMISSION ON THE WORK OF ITS
THIRTY-NINTH SESSION (A/42/l0, 179, 429)

AGENDA ITEM 130: DRAFT CODE OF OFFENCES AGAINST THE PEACE AND SECURITY OF
MANKIND: REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL (A/42/484 and Add.l)

1. Mr. McCAFFREY (Chairman of the International Law Commission), introducing the
Commission's report on the work of its thirty-ninth session (A/42/10), said that
several of the topics currently on the Commission's programme of work raised policy
issues on which the guidance of States was essential. Accordingly, he appealed to
all delegations to address those issues frankly and constructively so as to provide
the Commission with a firm basis for the continuation of its work.

2. In organizing the work of its thirty-ninth session, the Commission had taken
as a point of departure paragraph 3 of General Assembly resolution 41/81, in which
the Assembly recommended that the Commission should continue its work on the topics
in its current programme. In view of its practice not to hold a substantive debate
on draft articles adopted in first reading until the comments and observations of
Governments thereon were available, the Commission had decided not to consider the
question of jurisdictional immunities of States and their property, nor the
question of the status of the diplomatic courier and the diplomatic bag not
accompanied by diplomatic courier, and to focus its attention ~n the four other
topics on its agenda, each of which was the subject of a separate chapter of the
report.

3. With regard to chapter II, devoted to the draft Code of Offences against the
Peace and security of Mankind, he noted that the Commission, up to its most recent
session, in its consideration of the topic~ had been mainly concerned with laying
the ground for the formulation of concrete provisions. That work had led to a
number of conclusions, which were recapitulated in paragraphs 16 to 19 of the
report. Taking stock of the results of the exploratory phase, the Special
Rapporteur had proposed, in the report submitted for the current year (A/CN.4/404
and Corr.l and 2), a revised version of a number of draft articles contained in his
previous reports, and had submitted to the Commission new texts for the first
11 articles. The Commission had discussed those draft articles in plenary meeting
and, after receiving a report from the Drafting Committee, had adopted in first
reading draft articles 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6.

4. Article 1 dealt with the definition of crimes against the peace and security
of mankind. As was clear from the text, the Commission, having to choose between a
conceptual definition and a definition by enumeration, had opted for the second
solution, although it would return, at an appropriate future stage of its work, to
the question of a conceptual definition. In that connection, the Commission had
highlighted as specific characteristics of crimes against the peace and security of
mankind their seriousness, the extent of their effect and the motive of the
perpetrator. With regard to the inclusion of the element of intent in the
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definition, some mem"ers of the Commission had felt that the massive and systematic
nature of the crime created a presumption of intent, while others had stressed that
intent could never be presumed and must always be established. Kith regar~ to the
inclusion of the expression ·under international law· between brackets, some
memhers had strongly supported the retention of that expression, which was to be
found in several documents originating in the Commission, such as the 1954 draft
Code and the ·Principles of International Law recognized in tne Charter of the
NUrnberg Tribunal and in the Judgement of the Tribunal·. Other members had
expressed the view that the expression might weaken the text and introduce
confusion in the interpretation of the article, by giving the impression that the
Code dealt with crimes committed by States, notwithstanding the Commission's
decision to limit the Code to acts of individuals. They had also noted that the
above-mentioned expression might raise the question of the relationship between
international law and internal law. In that connection, the temark had been made
that the inclusion of the expression ·under international law· would make it
necessary to add to the draft Code a prOVision on the incorporation of
international obligations into the internal law of States. The view had also been
expressed that the presence of such an expression would open up the question of
whether crimes against the peace and security of mankind fell under rules of
goneral international law, independently of the draft Code, as well as the question
of the possible jus cogens nature of those rules.

s. Article 2, entitled ·Characterization·, prOVided that the determination of an
act or omission as a crime against the peace and security of mankind was
independent of internal law. It should be noted, however, that the draft article
was limited to the characterization of specific acts as crimes against the peace
and security of mankind and was without prejudice to internal competence with
respect to other matters, such as criminal procedure and the extent of the
penalty.

6. Articles 3, 5, and 6 dealt with general principles. In artic~e 3,
paragraph 1, the plinciple was enunciated that any individual who committed a crime
against the peace and securi\ • of mankind was responsible for such crime
ir~espective of any motives invoked by the accused that were not covered by the
definition of the offence. That paragraph l~mited the principle of responsibility
and punishment to the -individual who commits a criMe·. That approach was in line
with the Commission's decision to limit the 'draft Code, for Lhe time being, to the
criminal responsibility of individuals. Assuming that the criminal responsibility
of the State could be codified, it would necessarily be governed by rules other
than those applicable to individuals. Under article 3, paragraph 1, as long as an
act met the criteria defined in the Code, its perpetrator was barred from in~oking

~ny other motivation as an excuse. While article 3 dealt only with the criminal
responsibility of the individual, its parAgraph 2 l~.t intact the international
responsibility of the State, in the traditional sense of the expression, foe acts
or omissions attributable to the State by reason of crimes against the peace and
security of mankind of which i~ividuals were accused.
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7. Article 5 laid down the rule of the non-applicability of statutory limitations
to crimes against the peace and security of mankind. In adopting that rule, the
Commission had taken account of the fact that in internal law, stttutory limitation
for crimes or other offences was neither a general nor an absolute rule. The need
to prosecute the perpetrators of odious crimes during the Second World War, and the
obstacle placed in the way of such prosecution by the rule of atatutory limitation
known to certain tiystems of national law, had led to the adoption on
26 November 1968 of the Convention on the Non-Applicability of Statutory
Limitations to War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity. Some States nad limited
non-applicability to crimes against humanity, excluding war crimes. Considering
that it was not always easy to draw a line between war crimes and crimes against
humanity, the Commission had provisionally adopted draft article 5, reserving the
possibility of re-examining it when e.tablishing the list of crimes against the
peace and security of mankind.

8. Article 6 provided that any individual charged with a crime against the peace
and security of mankind should be entitled to the minimum guarantees due to all
human beings with regard to the law and the fact.. Relevant provisions were to be
found not only in a number of international human rights instruments but also in
instruments dealing with certain aspects of crimes against the peace and security
of mankind. The Commission had considered that an instrument of a universal
character, such as the draft under preparation, should rely for guidance on the
relevant provisions of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
Article 6 was accordingly modeled closely on article 14 of the Covenant.

9. Referring to paragraphs 64 and r of the Commission's report, he said the
Commission had noted that the title ~ the topic referred in some language versions
to the concept of "crime" and in others t~ the concept of ·offence". In order to
ensure conformity in substance and in form between all the language versions, the
Commission had decided that the word ·crimes· wnuld be used in all versions of the
draft articles provisionally adopted. Por teasons of terminological consistency,
the Commission r~commended to the G~neral Assembly that it amend the English title
of the topic to read "Draft Code of crime. against the peace and sec~rity of
",ankind·. In paragraph 67 of the report it was st&. _d that the Commission attached
great importance to the views of Governments on various aspects of its work, in
order that it might comply with General As.embly resolution 41/81, which requested
the Commission to indicate in its annual report those SUbjects and issues on which
views expressed by Gove(nments, either in the Sixth Committee or in written form,
would be of particular interest for the continuation of its work.

10. Chapter 111 concerned the law of the non-navigational uses of international
watercourses. That topic had a long hi.tory, which was described in paragraphs 68
to 83 of the report. At its 1987 se.sion, the Commission had had before it the
third report of the Special Rapporteur on that topic (A/CN.4/406 and Corr.1, Add.l
and Add.l/Corr.1, Add.2 and Add.2/Corr.l). In that report, the Special T ,pporteur
proposed six new draft articles, numbered 10 to 15, concerning general pI~ncip1es

of co-operation and notification and the question of exchange of data and
information. The Commission had first discus.ed article 10 and had then proceeded
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to take up draft articlus 11 to 15 together. At the end of its debate, the
Commission had decided to refer all six draft article. to t~. Drafting Committee.
That explained why, at its 1987 se.sion, the Commission had discussed articles 10
to 15 in plenary, but had provisionally adopted articles 2 to 7 on the ba.is of the
Drafting Committee's report.

11. Part I of the draft contained artiCles 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. He would start with
article 2 since, in relation to article 1, the Commission bad endorsed the Drafting
Committee's decision to leave aside the question of the use of terms, with the
conBequence that throughout the text of the subsequent provisions the expressions
"international watercourses" and "international watercourse systems" appeared in
square brackete.

12. Article 2 dealt with the scope of the draft. The term "uses" was to be
interpreted in its broad sense to cover all but navigati~nal uses. In par.grap~ 1,
the phrase "and of their waters" was intended to make it clear that the te~m

"internat~onal watercourse" did not refer only to the channel itself but aleo to
the waters contained in that channel. The term ".easures of conservation" embraced
not only measures to deal with degradation of water quality, but also those aimed
at solving problems related to liVing resources, flood control, erosion,
sedimentation And salt water intrusion. It further~ encompassed the various
forms of co-operation concerning the optimum utilization of international
watercourses. Paragraph 2 recogn, zed that in view of the interrelationship between
naVigational and non-navigational uses of watercourses, the exclusion of

.navigational uses from the scope of the draft articles could not be complete.

13. Article 3 defined the term "watercourse State". In the commentary, it was
noted that the question of Whether the geographic criterion 'was satisfied depended
upon physical factors whose existence could be established by simple observation in
the vast majority of cases.

14. Article 4 dealt with watercourse agreements. The Commission had oriented
itself towards the preparation of a framework agreement ~hat would provide general
principles and rules in the absence of a specific agreement between the States
concerned. That approach recognized that optimum utilizl.tion of a specific
international watercourse was best achieved through an agreement tailored to the
characteristics of·that watercourse and took 'into account also the difficulty of
reaching such agreements.

15. In paragraph 1, the phr~.ge "apply and adjust" was intended t~ indicate that
the provisions of the draft were essentially of a residual character. Paragraph 2
clarified, further the nature and subject-matter of watercourse agreements. The
first sentence made it clear that watercourse States were free to define the scope
of the agreements they concluded. The second sentence listed the options open to
watercourse States, in that connectiol., it would be desirable to refer to
paragraphs 7 to 12 of the commentary. The phrase "to an appreciable extent"
limited the scope of the proviso and conveyed the idea that there must be real
impairment of use. Paragraph 3 addressed the situation in which Ohe or more
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wa~ercourse states considered that adjustment of the provisions of the draft to the
characteristic~ and uses of a particular intern~tional watercourse was ~equired and
provided that, in that event, other watercourse Stlltes would enter into
consultations with the State or States in question with a view to negotiating in
good faith an agreement or agreements. Paragt'aph 18 of the canmentary made it
clear that ~atercourse State. were not under an obligation to conclude an agreement
before using the waters of the international wat~rcourse. The Commission had
recalled in that connection that the existence of a principle of law requiring
consultations among States in dealing with fresh \tltteI resources had been
explicitly supported by the arbitral award in the ~ake Lanoux case.

16. The purpose of article 5 was to identify the watercourse States that were
entitled to participate in consultations and negotiations relating to agreements
concerning part or all of an international watercourse and to become parties to
such agreements. Paragraph 1 was concerned with the case where the agreement dealt
with the entirety of the international watercout'se and provided that every
watercourse State was entitled to participate in the negotiation of such an
agreement and to become a party thereto. Paraqraph 2 referred to agreements which
dealt with only part of the watercourse and prOVided that any watercourse State
whose use of the watercourse might be appreciably affected by the implementation of
such an agreement was entitled to participate in the consultation~ and negotiations
relating to such a prospective agreement. As indicated in paragraph 3 of the
c~entary, if the us. of water by a State could be affected appreciably by the
implementation of treaty provisions dealing with part or aspects of a watercourse,
the scope of the agreement necessarily extended to the territory of that State.
The right enunciated in paragraph 2 was qualified by reference to th~ criterion of
Mappreciable effectMand by the proviso Rto the extent that its use is thereby
affectedR• In that connection, he drew attention to the last two sentences of
paragraph 8 of the commentary.

17. Turning to part 11, he said that article 6 set forth the fundamental rights
and duties of States with regard to the utilization of international water~ourse8

for purposes other than navigation. Paragraph 1 atat~ the basic rule of uquitable
utilization. The rule was cast in terms of obligation but also expressed the right
of watercourse States to utilize an international watercourse in an equitable and
reasonable manner. The second sentence made it clear that while States should seek
optimum utilization and maximum benefit, their pursuit of that goal should be
consistent with Madequate protectionR of the watercourse, an expression which
covered not only measures relating to conservation, security and so on, but also
measures of control in the hydrological sense of the term. Paragraph 2 embodied
the concept of equitable participation which underlay co-operation with regard to
such matters as flood control, pollution abatement programmes, drough~ mitigation
planning, erosion control and 80 on. The details of such co-operative efforts
should be provided in a specific watercourse agIeement or agreements. Tilt! second
sentence of paragraph 2 emphasized the affirmative nature of equitab'.e
participation by providing that it included not only the right to utilize the
interr.ational watercourse but a180 the duty to co-operate with other watercourse
States in its protection and development. Para~raphs 8 to 24 of the commentary
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elaborated on the concept that each watercourse State was entitled to use the
watercourse in an equitable manner and provided representative examples of support
for the doctrine.

18. The purpose of article 7 was to provide for the manner in which States were to
implement the rule of equitable and reasonable utilization contained in article 6.
The concept underlying paragraph 1 was that, in order to assure that their conduct
was in conformtty with the obligation of equitable utilization contained in
article 6, watercourse States must take into account all factors that were relevant
to assuring that the equal a~d correlative rights of other watercourse States were
respected. The list provided in paragaraph 1 was not exhaustive. Paragraph 2
anticipated the possibility that the need might arise for watercourse States to
consult with each other with regard tc the application of article 6 or article 7.
The paragraph provided that in such a case watercourse States were under an
obligation to enter into consultations in a spirit of coo-operation. Under the
terms of the paragraph, a request by one watercourse State to enter into
consultations could not be ignored by other watercourse States. Reference should
be made to paragraphs 6, 7 and 8 of the commentary.

19. As indicated in paragraph 118 of the report (1./42/10), the Commission would
welcome the views o~ Governments on the jraft articles provisionally adopted at the
last session concerning the law of the non-navigatorial uses of international
watercourses. As to the discussion held by the Commission on the six new dtaft
articles proposed by the Special Rapporteur, he r.eferred to paragraphs 93 to 116 of
the Commission's report.

20. Turning to chapter IV of the report, concerning international liability for
injurious consequences arising out of acts not prohibited by international law, he
noted that the Special Rapporteur had presented to the Commission his third report
containing six draft articles primarily dealing with the question of scope.

21. The Special Rapporteur had requested guidance from the Commission on the
following issuesl (1) whether the draft articles should ensure for States as much
freedom of activity within their territory as was compatible with the ri ',ts and
interests of other States, (2) whether the protflCtion of the rights and lllterests
of other States required the adoption of harm-preventive measures, (3) whether in
case of injury there should be compenl.. tion,and (4) to w:'at extent the view that
an innocent victim should no~ be left to bear his or he~ loss was re1eva~t. The
Commission had focused on fundamental issues, as was evidenced by the summary to be
found in paragraphs 134 and 194 of the report.

22. Many members of the Commission had pointed out that sclentific and
technological progress opened up ways of responding to the challenges of modern
civilization, but entailed risks of seriou. injury, sometimes with long-term and
catastrophic effects. International law should deal with certain types of
transboundary injuries arising from the use of modern technology. As to the
concept of liability for acts that wer.. not prohibited, some members had viewed it
as haVing no basis in customary international law. Other members had pointed out
that a number of multilateral convelltions primarily drew on that concept.
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23. On the question of the protection of innocent victims, it had been observed
that the primary Jeneficiaries of activities entailing a risk of transboundary
injuries were the states in whose territory those activities ~ere conducted and
their population. and that, for logical, legal, practical, social and humanitarian
re~80ns, innocent victims could not be left to bear their loss. Attention had
furthermore been drawn to the need to protect the interests of the state of
origin. Bmphasis had also been placed on the need to take into account the
legitimate interests of developing countries which allowed multilateral
corporations to operate within their territories.

24. With r~Jard to the scope of the topic, some members had wished to cover only
activities with physical consequences, while others had felt that the economic and
social repercussions of human activity should also be dealt with. The special
Rapporteur had insisted that the scope of the topic should continue to be defined
by reference to the criterion of Wphysical consequencesw and had pointed out that
only in the physical world was it possible to establish with any degree of
cer.tainty the cause and effect relationship between the actiVity and the injury,
which was the basis for liability.

25. Some members had favoured listing the activities to be covered under the
topic. Other members had feared that any such list would rapidly become obsolete
and that a more viable alternative would be to undertake a definition of the
concept of Wdangerous activitiesw• The Special Rapporteur had agreed to develop a
def1nition and to provide in the commentary a non-exhaustive list of the activities
to be dealt with.

26. The Commission had also discussed the concepts of Wterritoryw, wcontrolw and
-jurisdiction-. The Special Rapporteur had explained ~hat the purpose of those
concepts was to permit the id~ntification of the entity which could be held liable
for the occurrences covered by the topic. He had observed that an aCbivity with
injurious transboundary\effects could take place: within the territory of a state,
within a territory over~hich a State exercised de facto exclusive Jurisdiction, in
area. beyond the exclusive jurisdiction of a St~te, such as the high seas or outer
space, and in areas such as the exclusive economic zone, where international law
conferred certain rights and jurisdiction to one State without prejudice to the
rights of other States. Reference should be n,ade to paragraphs 163 to 166 of the
report.

27. The Commission had also discussed the concepts of -riskw and Winjuryw. It had
generally been agreed that those concepts were too vague to circumscribe the field
of application of the future instrument.

28. With regard to prevention and compensation, and their relative importance,
aome members-had detected a shift, which they found inadvisable, from the basic
concept of liability and compensation to the duty of care and to prevention, with
emphasis on procedures, which would result in the topic losing its individuality,
since damage would then be compensated not on the basis of mere causality, but
because the State, in failing to fulfil its obligation of prevention, had committed
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a wrongful act. Other members had found that any attempt to limit the topic to
either prevention or reparation wa. unproductive, and had agreed with the special
Rapporteur that rules of prevention and reparation .hould be established with a
ceasonable and effective link between the two. They had ob.erved that, while it
would be unfair and illogical to deal with activities involving extraterritorial
injurious consequences only after such consequences had occurred, any rule of
prevention which did not entail some legal consequences would be ineffective. The
Special Rapporteur had recommended that COMpliance with preventive rules should not
be left to the discretion of State••

29. As to the question of strict liability, which the Special Rapporteur had
suggested as the main uloJerlying concept of the topic, .ome members had felt that
it was a concept of domestic law, fa.iliar only to ·common law· systems, and that,
therefore, it could not be the basis of a general rule of international law
applicable to all transboundary injurie.. Other members had observed, however,
that the concept of strict liability was embodied in a number of multilateral
treaties. The Special Rapporteur, for hi. part, had said that the concept of
strict liability was known to most dome.tic legal systems, whether they belonged to
the civil law or common law tradition, and that it was therefore a common legal
concept whereby certain activities entailed liability if they caused an injury. He
had added that strict liability had a d.terrent effect and was therefore quite
consonant with the concern for prevention.

30. He drew the Committee's attention to paragraph 194 of the report containing
the conclusions drawn by the Special Rapporteur from the Commission's debate.

31. with regard to chapter V, he said that the Commission at its thirty-ninth
session had considered the second part of the topic entitled ·Relations between
States and international organization.·, for which purpose it had had before it the
third report of the Special Rapporteur (A/CN.4/401). The report contained,
inter alia, an outline of the subject-matter to be covered by future draft articles
(see footnote 147 on page 123 of the Commis.ion's report). The Commission had held
an exchange of views on several aspects of the topic, such a. the relevance of the
outline submitted by the Special Rapporteur, the scope of the future draft and the
methodology to be followed in the future. With re.pect to methodology, some
members had favoured the codification or sy~tematization of the existing rules and
practices in the various areas indicated in the special Rapporteur's outline.
Others had found it preferable to identify in each of those area. exi.ting
normative lacunae or specific problftms calling for legal regulation. The view had
also been expressed that the two approaches were not really contradictory, but
complementary.

32. Following the exchange of viewa, the Commi.sion had requested the Special
Rapporteur to pursue his study of the topic in accordance with the directive. laid
out in the outline contained in his third r.port, taking into account the views
expressed at the Commission's thirty-ninth ••••ion. With regard to methodology,
the Commission had left the Special Rapport~ur free to follow a combination of the
two preViously mentioned approaches. Comments from members of tho Sixth Committee
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on the outline anr1 tbe varioull aapects of the topic would provide most useful
gUidanc. to the Speci.l Rapporteur and to thft Commission.

33. Chapt.r VI of the r.port, entitled ·Other decisions and conclusions or thQ
C~ission-, contained a reminder to Governments that they had been invited to
submit by 1 January 1988 their comments and observations on the draft articles on
jurisdictional immuniti:~ of states and their property and on the status of the
diplomatic couri~r and diplomatic bag not accompanied by diplomatic courier. He
str....d the importance of that deadline fat the ~'Ontinuation of the Commis£oion'~

WOlil: on those topics.

34. Under the ag.nda it.m .ntitl.d _Programm., pr 'cedures and working methods ot
the Commi.sion, and its docunientation-, the Commission had taken up the requests
addr.ssed to it in paragraph 5 of General A.sembly resolution 41/81. In planning
its activiti•• for the current quinquennium, the Commission had taken into
consideration the intentions of the Special Rapporteura as recolCded in the table
anlleJ<.ed to the report, as well as the progress achieved or achievable on the topics
in the current programme and the diff~rent degre•• of complexity and delicacy of
those topics. The Commission's conclu~ions in that respect were contained in
paragraph 232 of the report.

35. The Commis.jon had given serious attention to the request of the General
Assembly that it should consider thoroughly its methods of work in all their
alp8cts, and h~d focus.d its att.ntion on ways of ensuring optimum conditions of
work for the Drafting Committee (paras. 236 to 240 of the report). With regar~ to
th.. Gen.ral Assembly's request contained in paragraph 5 (b) ofi.t8 resolution
41/81, he drew the attention of the Committ.e to paragra~hs 241 and 242 of the
report, anS 1n that connection recalled that chaptera 11 and III (paras. 67 and
118) indicated the points on which the Commi••ion would welcome the views of
Gove rnments.

36. H. str....d that the Commission consid.r.d it essential that its annual
gessions should be of the usual 12-week duration, a. it would oth.rwise find it
impossible to abide by the work plan d.scribed in patagraph 232 of the report. He
also convey.d to the Committ.e the Commis.i~n's conc.rn over the seri~us

understaffing of the COdification Division, which should be strengthened so that it
could play an incr~a~d role, as consistently envi.aged by the Gen.ral Assembly.

37. Finally, he streesed the iIlportanc. of commlJnication and dialogue between the
COIIIIIi8a1on and the General Assembly. In order for the Commiuion, as a body with
.pacific characteri.tics, composed of ~xperts elected in their indi~idual capacity,
to ~eftpo..d to the needs of the international community, 1t must be able to count on
th. support and guidance of the General AS8embly from the initial stage of
selecti?n of agenda item. to the concluding atage of revi.w of the final drafts.
He trusted that the Cam! tt.e' s debate would provide the Commission with the help
and gUidanc. it neaded for its task of codification and progressive development of
int.rnational law.
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38. The CHAIRMAN said that in prev:ous years, the Committee ha~ ~greed that those
delegations which wished to speak on the draft Code of Offer-ces against the ~ace

and Security of Mankind as a separate item should do so at the end of the period
devoted to consideration of items 135 and 130. In that connection, he referred
delegations to document A/C.6/4a/sa.3, paragraph 1. He therefore sugge~ted that
dr egations wishing ~u mbke separate statements regarding the various topics under

,siderati"n should, as far as possible, adhere to the followi.1Ig timetable:
OCtober-3 November, the law of the non-navigational uses of international

watercourses, 4-6 November, int~rnational liability for injurious consequences
arising out of acts not prohihited by international law, and 9-11 November, the
draft Code of Offmlces against tt:e Peace and :::ocurity of Mankind. That timet4ble
woulii be flexible, and delegat ions c(".uld, if they wished, make a single statement
~egarding all the topics.

39. ~~ (Sierra Leone) said ~hdt the Sixth Committee had a pre-eminent ~ole

in the preservation of world peace. If Governments would try to conform their
natio",al pl)l1cies to the minimum obligations of intelna\ 'na1 law, there would be
greatel sec',rity for all. He recl'llled that the cur rent 1 Jr .narked th'!l fortieth
annivc~aarl of the International Law Commission, which had carried out reMarkable
work in the progresRive dev~lopm~nt and codification 01 international law. In his
view, the Commission had met the requirements of sound learning and knowledge of
~he realities of political life np.cessary for the dr.afting of l~al rules to
regulate differences be~ween States. Although it v.as regrftttable that those
differences were still nr~ alwayp settled through leqa~ means, the need to continue
to draft a corpus of leg 1 rules respected by all States on ma'l',tets 0' potential
international dispute would help in meeting the objecti~e of pl~serving world peace.

40. At its thirty-ninth session, the Commission had oon8i"3red a wide range of
topics of tremendous interest to the intfl!rnational cunmunity. Among tnem was the
draft Code "f Offences against the Peace and Security of Mankind, which reaffirmed
the international community's abhorrence of wars of aggression and wae crimes, and
implied a desire for some foem of judicial mechanism to determine guilt for such
wars and to satisfy a sense of justice. The draft Code also represented a warning
that international action would be taken againat war criminals and against those
who planned and a~arted wats. The Commission had also considered the law ef the
noa-navigl:lt ional uses of in;;ernat ional watercourses and the issue oS: Internat ional
liability for injurious COn8p.~~ences arising cut of ac~s not prohibited by
intftrllational law, both of which were (loncerned with the environmttnt, its prnper
use and its conservation, as well ~s the topic of relations between States a~'

international organizations, which respolXJed to the need of tb-! internationa.l .
community to deal with the aforementioned issues within an in~ernational

institutional framework.

41. With regard to tM draft Code of Offences against the Peace ana Security of
Mankind, his delegation was of the view that replacement of the terM "offences"
with the term ·crimes" was not justifi~. According to common law, the ter~

·offences" embraced both misdemeanours and felonies. "Offences· should, therefore,
be interpreted as illegal acts.
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42. Turning to the deUni tion and character hat ion of offences, hiB deleqat ion
considered that, for an act to qualify as an offence against the peace and security
of mankind, its essential feature had to be its serious and heinous nature. In
eddit\on to gravity, the definition must include intent, although the intent itself
need not bb proved, as the harmful consequences made such proof superfluous.
Gen.ral Assembly resolution 96 (I) of 11 December 1946 statp.d that no motive could
justify genocide. The Int~rnational Convention on the SuppreBsion and Punishment
of the Crime of Apartheid also excluded motives in the commission of the crime of
aparthei~. Article 1 of the draft Code seerned to address itself more to the scope
than to the elements of the offence, when it should incorporate the main
ingredients of the offence. ~rticle 2, which recognized the independence of
international law and internal law from each other, was appropriate. While its
second half was not strictly necessary, it did however, make the article more
precise.

43. With respect to article 6, on judicial guarantees, he said it was eD6entlal
that individuals charged with offences ag~inst the peace and security of mankind
should be entitled witnout discrimination to the minimum 9uarantees due to all
human beings. The right to be pruumed innoce,t until found guilty, to be informed
pronptly and in detail of the nature and caus, of the charge, the right to a quick
and fair trial, and the right not to be c~dpelled to testify against oneself or to
confess ruilt were an integral part at most legal systems. Such guarantees had
therefore assumed the nature of ~ogens, snd the article was not superfluous.

44. With regard to inplementation of the COdft, hist('··lcal antr:edents showed that
it was appropriate for the international community to establish sanctions to give
force to the rules incorporated in the Code. His delegat~.on urged the Conunission
to continue its useful work on the Code, which would undou;,tedly contribut.e to the
achievement of the principles of the United Nations Charter.

~5. Turning to the law of the non-navig3tional uses of international watetcourses,
he otressed the need for rational management of the earth's water resourcea,
co~eidering the dimension of the problemR related to the scarcity of freph wcter.
It waB reckoned that one person out of two did not have a sufficient supply of
clean water, and that 29 per cent of the world's populaticn did not have easy
aCC8pa to drinking wateI. According to the World Health Organization, 80 per cent
of dice688s affecting the world's popUlation were directly related to water.

46. While in principle watercoursen were an integral part of the territories of
the States through which they flowed, some watercourses ran through more than one
State and affected the illt!!'rests of those a~ other states. When there was a
sovereignty dispute, the best way to accOlllllOdate those interests WiiS through
cl)-operat ion agreements. They could pave the way fo.: and facilitate the solut iOI'.
of complex legal and economic problem] relating to the watercourse. They coulcl
also decree mutua}ly agreed or co-ordinated behaviour among riparian States.

47. Th~ principle of co-opera~ion had it~ legal basis in Article 1, paragraph 3,
of the United Nations Charter. Similar provisions could be found in other
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international instrum~nts, such as the Declaration on Prin~iples of Intornational
Law concerning Friendly Relation. and Co-oper~tion among Stat.~, the Charter of
Econanic RIC)hts and Duties of States, and several articles of the Unite~ Nat ions
Convent ion on the Law,: f the Sea regard ing co,.servat ion and the prevent ion of
pol1ut~.on. A number of riparian or littoral Africai' States h~ constructed legal
regimes based ~n that principle. A ca.. in point was the Niger River regime,
consisting of tu" treatie., the Nhmey Act and the Agreement concerning the Niger
River Commi.sion. In articl. 4 of the Naimey Act, the riparian States undertook to
establish close co-operation on any project likely to have an appreciable effect on
certain features of the regime of the river. Similar provision. exi.ted in the
statute relating to the development of the Chad Basin, particularly in it.
article 6. The principle was a180 reflected in other river agr.ement. between
African Ststes, for example the African Convention on the (.,,"servation of Nature
and Natural Resources of 1968, and had been studied by the International Law
Association and the AJian-African Legal Consultative Committee.

48. Article 10, on the duty to co-operate, was firmly rooted in international
law. The Commission had rightly interpreted the duty to co-operate as an
obligation of conduct which did not n9Cessarily entail a duty to take part with
other States in collective 3ccion, but rather a duty to work towards a common
goal. Article 10, wnich could be incorporated in the general principles, could, if
adopted, serve a uaeful purpo.e as a tool for working out a mode of conduct by
Statea. The duty to co-operate should have a. its objective equitable utilization,
and should take on board with it the need to avoid or miniJllhe pollutll)n and
prevent env\roMlenta' degradation. The atte~t by the CoIllll18.ion to develop :hat
baaic princlple should meet with the approval of the Sixth Committee.

19. Articlea 11 to 15, relatini to procedural a~ts, were very important, as
they involved the question of whether State. would be prepared to .ubmit to some
fOlm of conpu18Ory jurisdiction when they hael oat given their con..nt to be bound
in a matter affecting their national sovereignty and territorial integrity. A
State should not be forcftd to submit to arbitration without it. consent. Also, the
drait articles presented would, iPter alia, facilitate the negotiation of
co-operation agreements concerning aqy watercourse. His delegation ~eserV8d the
right to comment on tho•• articles.

50. The Commission ~ad again considered the topic of international liability for
injurious consequences arising out of act. not prohibited by international law,
with a twofold objective, first, to provide States with a procedure for the
establis~nt of a regiJlle to regUlate activities which, though not unl~wful or
prohibited, nevertheless g..ve rise to transboundary harm, secondly, to make
provision for situations where s"ch harm occurred prior to the establi.hment of the
regime. The autonoll\Y of the topic had been challenged on the grounds that tiNlre
was no general rule of liability in cu.tomary international law for injurious
consequences brought about by lawful activities. That, coupled with the
similarities of the topic with State responsibili;y, had tended to stunt its
development. A distinction did, however, exist. State responsibility imposed
duties or Btal~ardB in performing an act, wher~as liability for acts that were not
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pr·,hibi ted designated the consequence of failure to perform tho.e duties or meet
"he <;Ieneral standards. Moreover, the ab£lence of custnmary rule.. dill not release a
State or a~ entarprie. ,hich had caused damage or injury from its obligation to
indemnify the lnj~red State, nor did it deprive the latter of the right to obtsin
satisfaction from the State or enterprise that had caused th~ harm or injury.
Thus, liability for injurious consequences arising out of acts not prohibited by
international law flowed from the fact that the norms of that liability were the
consequences of failure to perform a duty or meet a general standard. That
criterion had also been us..d in treaties on the subject, as Sho".l by article 2 of
the Convention on International Liability far Damagf Caused by Space Objects.

51. The only basis for exculpation was the negligence of the claimant. Hence,
strict liability could be understood as an attempt to prevent harm, but when such
harm did occur, co~nsation must ~ paid. On the other hand, if the introduction
of strict liability poaed problems for many Member Stat.s, the topic could be
approached in terms of prev.ntion and reparation, which would not only make it
acceptable, but would pUfa~rve unity and enhance its usefulness. The Commission
should continue its analysJ.s of the topic, and recognition should iJe given to
reparation for transboundary harm. The topic should a180 be viewed as an attempt
to preserve the sovereignty of all States and to improve the environment.

52. Referring to the topic at relations between States and international
organizations, he said that there were currently more than 200 international
organizations throughout the world. The topic was therefore not only important but
a180 full of cont>lexity. His delegation was of the vi,", that no useful ~~i:pose

would be serv.d bf embar~ing on a new definition of an international organization,
since the definition contained in the 1975 Convention was still adequate. The
Commission should, however, consider the question of the international personality
of organizations. Although it was .p~ropriate for the Commission to concentrate on
universal organizations, that should not be to the exclusion of regional
organizations, some of which attempted to implement the objectives of universal
organizaHons ,-t a regional level: hence the need for privileges and immunities
for the officiala of those organizations. The objective should be to protect and
defend organizations of all kinds and their officials so that they were able to
function without let or hindrance. Altt~ugh the immunities they enjoyed might
vary, a comparative stldy 011 the subject would be very useful. The obligations of
nost State. with regard to the Officials of organizations should also be spelt
out. His delegation was of the view that the schematic outline submitted by thft
Commission was broad enough to have to begin on the preparation of draft articles.

53. In the course of the year the Commission had undertaken a review of its
pr.. gramme, procedures, work methods and documentation. The recolllllendations that
the main legal systems should be represented on the Drafting Committee and that
reports should be submitted SUfficiently in advance should lead to more balanced
and acceptable dOfuments. His delegation also considered that the Commission's
annual sessions should run for a tull 12 weeke. It welcomed the fact that the
Commission had co-operated with other legal bodies such a8 the European Committee
on Legal Co-operation, the Inter-American Juridical Committee and the Asian-African
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Legal COnsultative Committee since that would help it to keep abreast of legal
developments in th~ir respective regions.

54. It also ~lcamed the holding of the International Law Semi~ar and expressed
apPleciation to the Governmenta of Argentina, Austria, Cyprus, Denmark, the Federal
Republic of Germany, Finland, the Netherlands, New Zealand and Sweden for the
fellowships they had made available to participants. The Seminar continued to
attract much interest, and his delegation therefore appealed for more voluntary
contributions to enable it to continue.

55. The COmmission, which had also observed the centenary of the eminent Brazilian
jurist, Gilberto Amado, had achieved considerable results in the codification and
progressive development of international law. With a view to the achi~vement of
that objective, his delegation called upon States which had not yet done so to
rat ify and respect the various convent ions prepared by the CoRllll8sion and ,,180 the
Geneva Conventions applicable tu armed conflicts. Lastly, he expressed
appreciation to the Legal Counsel and c,Ued for the strengthenirag of the Office of
Legal Affairs.

56. Mr. BADR (Qatar), referring to the draft Code of Offences against the Peace
and Security of Mankind, said that, while his delegation was in broad agreement
with draft articles 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6, those articles called for certain r,marks.
With regard to article 1, his de1egation favoured the retention of the words "under
international law", which appeared between square brackets. AlSo, it would be
preferable if those words were placed at the end of the article. Article 3 did not
make it clear whether an individual charged with one of the offences covered by t~e

Code should be an agent of a State. His delegation had already express~d the view
at the fort ieth eession of the Genera 1 Assembly that such crimea, given the ir
special nature and magnitude, could only be cOlNllitted by individuals who abused the
authority of a State.

57. With regard to draft article 7, his delegation considered that tbe non bie in
idem rule was a fundamental norm of criminal justice and that its application
shoUld not be limited to national courts but should extend to such international
tribunals as might be established. It therefore had difficUlty with the paragraph
pr,:>posed by the Special Rapporteur as set forth in paragraph 39 of the CoRlllission's
report. That provision could only be founded on an implicit suspicion regarding
the integrity of the court which had tried the individual the firat time. No such
provision would meet with the general approval of the community of nations. It
should also be remenOered that protection of the rights of an accused against whom
popular sentiment ran high was just as important as protection of the rights of an
accused whose alleged offencb aroused no such reaction among the public.
Furthermore, his delegation ha~ already declared itself in favour of the
establishment of an international tribunal and of the inclusion in the Commisslon's
mandate of the task of preparing a statute for such a tribunal (A/CN.4/407).

58. Turning to the topic of the law of the non-navigational uses of international
watercourses, and specifically to draft article ~u. he said that there was no point
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in discussing whether or not there was a general obligation in international law
for States to co-operate since the Commission's mandate was not restricted to
codifying existing law but extended to ita progressive development. His delegation
had, however, ta~en note of the Special Rftppo~t.ur's intention to refine the
formulation of draft article 10 and to include refftrences to the specific purposes
and objecti"les of co-operation between Statea Shllring the same watercou,,:se.

59. Referrin~ to draft articles 2 to 7, he said that his delegation had taken note
of the Commission's renewed decision to postpone consideration of the definition of
the term "international ~atercourses" and tbus of the use of the term "system".
Inaarouch as that would indicate that there was a division of opinion on the matter,
his delegattnn continued to believe that it would be highly desirable for the
member. of the Commission to reach a consensus on that point. In general the
ftubstance of draft articles 2 to 7 met with his delegation's approval. The
doctrine of ~~litable and reasonable utilization and participation, embodied in
draft articl~ 6, was a rule of general internatiunal law and was reflected in
numerous international instruments such as, for example, the Helsinki Rules adopted
by the International Law Association in 1966. Hia ~elegation trusted that, after
16 years' work on the topic, the Commission would proceed with due despatch to
formulate definitive draft articles.

60. On the topic of international liability for injurious consequences arising out
of acts not prohibited by international law, his delegation considered that draft
article 4 as worded was somewhat ambigl10us sinett it was not clear whether the
requirement that the State of origin should know that the activity in question
created an appreciable risk was part of the knowledge which that State should have
regarding the activity or whether it constituted a separate requirement. In the
light of the uOOerstand in9 reflected in para9raph 129 of the Collltlission's report,
his delegation preferred to regard it as a separate requirement. To express that
c'J'lCept clearly, the words "provided further" ahould be added in the penult imate
Hlle of draft article 4 after the word "and'; aOO before the word "that".

61. With r8c;Jard to the questions posed in para9raph 132 of the report, his
delegation was of the opinion that they should all be anawered in the affirmative.
It also agreed wi th those melllbers of the Co_isaion who were reported in
paragraph 140 of the report as being in favour of drafting a general treaty on the
subject, and with those who considered it preferable to define the concept of
"danger'Jus activities" rather than eatablish a list of such activit::'es. It further
believed that a balance ahould be struck betw.en procedural rules dealin9 with the
duty of care and prevention, on the one harld, and the substantive rules of
liability on the other, without undue emphasis on one of those aspects at the
expenae of the other. With regard to the concept of atrict liability mentioned in
para':)raph 183 of the Co_lasion's report, it was not restricted to conmon law
ayatema. In fact, many modern civil codes dealt with the strict liability of
operatora of IIachinery and those inVOlved in other hazardous aclivi ties. In that
reapect, his delegation fully a9reed with the Special ~pporteur'. remark. As for
the general principles spelt out in par8c;Jraph 194 (d) ,)f the report, his delegat ton
believed that the first of them, which establiahed re~per.:t for the soverei9nty of
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other States as the outer limit of each State's maximum freedom of action within
its territory, should also refer to the need to minimize the potential
transboundary injury resulting fram any activity undertaken within the State's
territory or control.

62. Lastly, his 6elegation noted with satisfaction that in planning its future
programme, procedures and working methods, the Commission had complied with the
directives contained in General Assembly resolution 41/81 and hoped that it would
make the maximum possible progress durin; the five-year term of its current
membership.

63. Mr. SZEKELY (Mexico) said that his delegation wished to reiterate ita position
on the jurisdictional immunities of States and their property, the topic that had
most concerned the Commission in recent yea~s. During the four previous sessions,
his delegation had consistently maintained that the artificial reversl! of the
current rules and practices of international law that was becoming apparent, under
which the claim was being made that the minimal exceptions or limit~tions to the
enjoyment of sovereign i~munity generally accepted hitherto should become the
general rule, while acknowledgement and recognition of :lIovereign immunity as the
norm should become exceptional, was continuing to prove unacceptable.

64. There had been a serious defect in the methodology used to date in the
Commission, due to a surprising failure to recognize the existence of a majority
practice among States. The Co~mission'8 work had been based on the minority
practice of certain common law States which had legislated on the subject while
deliberately igno~ing the majority practice. It was of the greatest importance
that the widespre,1d practice of States should be recognized, because otherwise
international law was infringed. In order to tackle the problem actively al\d ))ut
itself in a better position to defend the multiplicity of cases being brought
against Mexico in the courts of the minority of States, his country was going to
begin an intense ~.egislative process on the SUbject, so as to gather together
majority practice on the generally recogniZed aspects of the sovereign immunities
of States.

6~. Mr. MAYNARD (The Bahamas), referring first to the draft Code of Offences
against the Peace and Security of Mankind, said that in the fifth report on the
topi~ that had been before the Commission, the Special Rapporteur had recast some
of the draft articles which he had proposed at the t,hirty-e ighth sess' on, of which
the Commission had provisiolldlly adopted articles 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6.

66. With regard to draft article 4 on the aut dedere aut punire principle, the
many proposals for the establishment of an international criminal jurisdiction had
not yielded any results. The word "punire" should be replaced by the word
"judicare" so that the expression accurately reflected the correct meaning of
"prosecute or extradite", as the Code dealt with criminal matters.

67. The text of draft article 7 on the non bis in idem rule was adequate.
Inclusion of the rule was necessary in the case of universal jurisdiction, since
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intervention by several courts might IlIake an offender liable to several penalties.
But the principle should be made subject to conditions intended to plevent its
abuse. Although the Latin terms should be used in the main body of the relevant
provisions, the titles themselves should be in the language of the text. His
delegation supported the extension of the Commission's mandate to the preparation
of the statute of a competent international criminal jurisdiction for individuals.

68. His delegation considered the topic of the non-navigational uses of
international watercourses to be of considerable importance, both for promoting the
formulation of rules aimed at the establishment of balanced and effective regimes
for international watercourses, and in terll\8 of its broader implications for
co-operation among riparian States and for the rules qoverning international
conduct generally. It took particular interest in the relatively novel concepts
that had arisen, such as shared natural resources, reasonable and equitable use,
the principle of equitable utilization and the obligation to refrain from causing
appreciable harm to other states.

69. With regard to the topic of international liability for injurious consequences
arising out of acts not prohibited by international law, his delegation expressed
its appreciation to tl~ special Rapporteur for his second and third reports and
took note of his conclusions in paragraph 194 of the report (A/42/l0).

70. As for relations between States and international organiz&cions, his
delegation approved of the Commission's request that the special Rapporteur
continue his study of the topic in accordance with the guidelines laid out in the
schemal,ic outline contained in his third report and in the light of the exchange of
views in the Commission. The outline, by concentrating on the non-fiscal,
financial and fiscal privileges and illllllunities of the organization, and of
officials and experts on mission for and persons having official business with the
organization, provided a useful framework fot the further development of the topic.

71. With regard to State responsibility, a topic that his delegation regarded as
being of considerable practical value, aspects worthy of examination had arisen in
the area of illegal narcotics trafficking. Although The Bahamas was neither a
producer nor a major consumer of narcotics, it was used as a transit point for drug
traffickers moving their shipments from the southern hemisphere to the markets of
the northern hemisphere. The international drug trade was a matter of grave
conearn and a heavy burden for the law enforcement agencies, and the coverage of
the draft articles should be broad enough to include it. His delegation urged t ...~
Commission to continue to give State responsibility great priority within its
programme of work.

72. With regard to the topics of the jurisdictional immunities of States and their
property and the status of the diplomatic couripr and the diplomatic bag not
acco~anied by diplometic courier, his delegation had noted the Commi6sion's
request for cOlllll8nts and observations on the draft articles by 1 January 1968. His
delegation believed that it would be ben~ficial to establish a single convention on
the statua of the diplomatic courier and the diplomatic bag, which lent itself to
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the systematization and consolidation of norms that were currently widely
disperseu. Particular attention Rhould be paid to the status of the diplomatic bag
not accompanied by diplomatic courier.

73. His delegation had closely examined the part of the report dealing with the
programme, procedures and ~orking methods of the Commission, and its documentation,
including the table 'of \~ork contained in the annex to the report, and urged the
Commission to bring the topics on its agenda to an expeditious conclusion since
some of them had been there for an extraordinarily long time. His delegation also
enthusiastically supported the continuation of the International Law Seminar and
was pleased thnt the Commission was fully cognizant of the need to provide
fellowships to bring participants from far-flung geographical regions. In
addition, it was pleased that the eighth Gil~rto Amado Memorial Lecture, which had
taken place on 16 June 1987, had been a resounding success, and ho~d that the
Government of Brazil and other sources would continue to make contributions in
order to continue the memorial lectures.

The mep,ting rose at 1.10 p.m.


